Program Guide
Week 4

Sunday January 18th, 2015
5:20 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news
and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG

11:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:30 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Kung Fu Kitchen - Noodles: China - This action-packed culinary series delves into the
highly disciplined cooking methods of some of Asia's best-known dishes. From knifejuggling in Japanese teppanyaki to the acrobatics of kung fu tea in China, a group of
novice chefs are stretched to the limit as they have to learn brand new food preparation
techniques in a matter of days. (From Singapore, in English) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC

1:30 pm

Kung Fu Kitchen - Roti Canai: Malaysia - This action-packed culinary series delves into
the highly disciplined cooking methods of some of Asia's best-known dishes. From knifejuggling in Japanese teppanyaki to the acrobatics of kung fu tea in China, a group of
novice chefs are stretched to the limit as they have to learn brand new food preparation
techniques in a matter of days. (From Singapore, in English) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Sunday January 18th, 2015
2:00 pm

Foodie Planet - Destination Japan - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu takes a
culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. In this episode,
Julie travels to Japan to learn to appreciate Japanese cuisine. But first she must get to
grips with Japanese etiquette, such as: do not step on the tatami, take off your shoes,
and do not stick your chopsticks into your rice bowl. The Japanese art of cooking is
diverse and complex, with a specific knife for each fish and wasabi. How will Julie fare?
(From France, in French and English) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG

3:00 pm

Jimmy And The Giant Supermarket - Sausages - Farmer Jimmy Doherty takes on
Tesco's best-selling own brand sausages to see if he can produce a free-range version
for the same affordable price. He visits Tesco-supplying farms to find out how they make
their sausages, and looks for ways to use pigs reared to higher welfare standards in his
own bangers. Jimmy seeks out the cheap cuts and parts of free-range pigs (such as offal)
that would otherwise go to waste. Can he convince Tesco that a free-range sausage
made from offal will go down well with the public? (From the UK) (Food Series) (Part 2 of
3) (Rpt) PG CC

4:00 pm

Rhod Gilbert's Work Experience - Soldier - In the final episode, comedian Rhod Gilbert
takes part in one of the British Army's toughest training exercises in the Brecon Beacons.
Will Rhod lose his sense of humour as he joins a crack task force in the deepest Welsh
winter, or will it be a case of Who Dares Grins? (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M

4:30 pm

Parks And Recreation - The Banquet - Leslie's mother Marlene is being honoured with
a Tellenson Award for Excellence in Pawnee Public Service. Leslie is getting ready for
the awards ceremony, starting with getting her hair done. She is looking for something
sassy and powerful for her mother's big night. However she surprises everybody when
she arrives at the banquet with a very short and masculine hairstyle. (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

4:55 pm

Parks And Recreation - Rock Show - Leslie is excited to report that Andy is getting both
of his leg casts off. Afterwards, Andy and Ann come by the city hall to thank Leslie and
her crew for all of their support during Andy's ordeal. Andy also wants Ann to plug his
upcoming rock show. Back at work Ann learns from one of her co-workers that Andy kept
the casts on for two extra weeks so she could cook and look after him longer. (From the
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:25 pm

Bollywood Star - The six finalists arrive in Mumbai, the heart of the Bollywood film
industry. Mentor and judge, Anupam Sharma, reveals they will have to impress a new
panel of Bollywood judges at the end of the week, who will then determine which two of
the finalists will be sent home to Australia. The contestants are stretched to their limits as
they undergo intensive acting and dance training, ahead of the pivotal public
performance. Confronted by life in India, the finalists begin to question how they might fit
in with the world's biggest film industry. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series)
(Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC
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Sunday January 18th, 2015
6:25 pm

India's Dancing Superstar - India’s Dance Superstar is the ultimate dance battle
between the nation’s best dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country, with
their superlative talent. The show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of
emotion and so everybody who has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the
show. Showcasing the best solo dancers and groups India’s Dance Superstar covers all
styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley
Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance Company, Choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor
Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in Hindi & English) (Entertainment) G CC **New
Episode**

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) G **New Episode**

8:30 pm

South Park - Crippled Summer - There's no time for fun and games for Jimmy and
Timmy and their friends as they strive to be the champions of summer camp. Jimmy's
going for the gold in the camp's surfing competition. Meanwhile, the boys get Towelie (the
talking towel) a job at the camp, as a way to help him beat his drug addiction. (From the
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (D,S) CC

9:00 pm

South Park - Poor and Stupid - It's been Eric Cartman's dream to join NASCAR all his
life even though he believes all NASCAR fans and racers are poor and stupid. But he is
willing to do whatever's necessary to achieve his goal and hires Butters as his pit boss to
gear up for the race of his life. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (L) CC

9:30 pm

Danger 5 - Danger 5 are fugitives in Metro City, wrongfully accused of kidnapping high
school senior Holly De Palma. Hitler has infiltrated the police and leads the hunt for
Danger 5 but little does he know that his own people are working against him: Joseph
Mengele and his sinister accomplice Mr. Pedro are plotting a scheme, which involves the
return of some scaly prehistoric bad-guys. (Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy
Series) MA(A,V) CC **New Episode**

10:00 pm

Extra Time: Asian Cup Highlights - All of the latest news and highlights from the Asian
Cup 2015 presented by a panel of SBS football reporters including Lucy Zelic, David
Zdrilic, Craig Foster and Scott McIntyre. **Special**

11:00 pm

In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive,
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)

11:55 pm

Free Radio - Lance's Birthday - KBOM’s 30th anniversary party gets in the way of
Lance's birthday, so he comes up with a plan to fix the issue. (Final) (From the US)
(Comedy Sketch Series) (Rpt) M(L)
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12:20 am

24 Hours In Emergency - We Are Family - New staff nurse Sophie attends to 22-yearold chef James, who accidentally stabbed himself in the leg while chopping tomatoes.
During an eventful shift, she also uses chest compressions to keep alive another patient
and helps 54-year-old Bernard, who was out cold for 10 minutes after falling and banging
his head against a car. However, when his family arrives, it turns out he had been
drinking. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

1:15 am

Movie: Paper Soldier - In Kazakhstan in 1961, a Soviet doctor is conflicted about his
position overseeing the health of future cosmonauts. He can't agree with the fact that
these young men could have to sacrifice their lives for the country. Winner of Best
Director and Best Cinematography at the Venice Film Festival in 2008. Directed by
Aleksei German Jr. and stars Merab Ninidze, Chulpan Khamatova and Anastasiya
Sheveleva. (From Russia, in Russian) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,L)

3:20 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.
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Monday January 19th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef – Angler Fish - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a feverish
competition among world-class chefs with the over-the-top appeal of pro-wrestling. The
ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. The Iron Chef pushes
the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC
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4:50 pm

Urban Freestyler - Craig Dobson - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban
landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks.
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G

5:00 pm

Extra Time: Asian Cup Highlights - This weekly A League highlights show includes a
weekly wrap-up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy
Zelic and co-hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production)

6:00 pm

Community - Applied Anthropology and Culinary Arts - When the Anthropology class
assembles for their final exam, Shirley notices a twinge, which quickly escalates into fullblown labour. As Jeff and Britta argue about how best to help, Chang declares that the
baby is his. Meanwhile, a food riot breaks out in the Greendale parking lot - and Dean
Pelton is caught in the crossfire. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase.
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:30 pm

Mythbusters - Bullet Baloney - The MythBusters take on five filmic firearm cliches: Will
a bent-barreled shot gun fire? Can you fire a gun in space? Will a gun dropped in a deep
fryer go off? What weird items will stop a bullet? Plus find out if a neon sign will really
explode when hit by a bullet. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

8:30 pm

Derren Brown: Hero At 30,000 Feet - Derren Brown, the acclaimed psychological
illusionist, returns for a thought provoking - and life transforming - special. Following the
successes of previous television specials such as The Events, Derren once again creates
edge-of-the-seat television as he takes ‘average Joes’ on an extraordinary psychological
journey. In a powerful transformation, which will include an amazing, must-watch finale,
Derren releases his subjects from the restraints that they have placed on themselves and
allows them the opportunity to fulfil their true potential, opening the door to a new and
exciting future. (From the UK) (Entertainment) M(A,L) **Premiere**

9:30 pm

Lost Girl - School's Out - Following a teenager’s inexplicable collapse, Bo, Dyson and
Kenzi go undercover at a high school and discover a Fae drug ring. (S.2,Ep.16) (From
Canada) (Drama Series) PG **New Episode**

10:25 pm

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine
who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)
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Monday January 19th, 2015
10:55 pm

In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive,
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)

11:50 pm

Life Support - A satirical, sometimes dark look at Australian life, as seen through the
omnipresent lens of the Television Lifestyle Show. With a sexy young team of experts on
hand to advise on every aspect of life and living, you'll never need to watch any other
lifestyle program again. (From Australia, in English) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC WS

12:20 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Deleted Scenes - Master Shake and Meatwad screen clips
from the upcoming film "United Master Shake Project". (From the US) (Animated Comedy
Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:35 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Dickesode - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of
fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. Carl
suffers the consequences for ordering fast food at Wong Burger. Apparently, the owner
Mr. Wong has a diabolical plan. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A)

12:50 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Handbanana - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order
of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey.
This episode, the Aqua Teens' new genetically engineered dog is friendly with Carl.
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

1:00 am

Ugly Americans - Take New York City, add every horrifying beast, science-fiction freak,
and fantasy creature, shake thoroughly, and you've got Ugly Americans. This animated
horror-comedy series follows one Mark Lilly, social worker at the Department of
Integration, as he helps new citizens both human and 'other' adapt to hectic life in the Big
Apple. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC

1:30 am

Movie: Empties - A comic love story about a man who refuses to accept that old age is
empty of love, meaning and value to society. Josef, a newly retired Prague school
teacher, feels he still has much life to live. But he's destined for disaster when he takes a
job as a bike messenger. Winner of three Czech Lion Awards, including Best Director and
Best Screenplay in 2008. Directed by Jan Sverák and stars Zdenek Sverák, Tatiana
Vilhelmová and Daniela Kolárová. (From the Czech Republic, in Czech) (Comedy) (2007)
(Rpt) M (S,L)

3:20 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.
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Tuesday January 20th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

4:05 pm

Iron Chef – Shanghai Crab - This is not a program for learning how to cook. It is a
feverish competition among world-class chefs with the over-the-top appeal of prowrestling. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC

4:55 pm

Knife Fight - Skate - Chef De Jardins enlists the help of Knife Fight judge Naomi
Pomeroy to help her filet the bony skate wing. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG
**New Episode**
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Tuesday January 20th, 2015
5:20 pm

The Office - Safety Training - The staff take part in a safety training day, and Michael
and Dwight join forces to highlight the potential hazards present in the workplace. After
weeks of anger management therapy, Andy returns to the office hoping to make a fresh
start with his colleagues. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:50 pm

The Office - Product Recall - A printing error threatens the company when it is
discovered a batch of paper has been sent out bearing an obscene watermark, so
Michael calls a press conference to defuse the situation. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson
and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:20 pm

Community - A Fistful of Paintballs - Follows a group of misfits at a community college
in Greendale, Colorado. In a 'spaghetti western' parody, Pierce tries to get revenge on
the rest of the study group during this year's paintball tournament. Stars Joel McHale,
Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:45 pm

American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch
each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

8:30 pm

American Weed - Marijuana Under Fire - After the banning of medical marijuana
centres in Fort Collins , the Stanley brothers are determined to stay focused on their
mission to keep medical marijuana legal for patients in Colorado. As the dust settles in
Fort Collins, Josh gets word that a new federal crackdown could close one of his
dispensaries in Denver . Meanwhile, Sergeant Jim Gerhardt discovers an illegal
basement grow while investigating the cause of a house fire, and Josh receives word that
his grow has been robbed. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,D)

9:30 pm

Movie: The Girl Who Kicked The Hornet's Nest - The third and final film from the
award-winning Swedish thriller trilogy Millenium, which also included 'The Girl With the
Dragon Tattoo' and 'The Girl Who Played With Fire', picks up with Lisbeth is recovering in
a hospital after meeting her father. She awaits her trial for three murders when she is
released. Mikael is determined to prove her innocence, but Lisbeth must be willing to
share the details of her sordid experiences with the court. (From Sweden, in Swedish)
(Film) (Drama) (Rpt) MA(V)

12:00 am

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine
who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)
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Tuesday January 20th, 2015
12:30 am

Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short
films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)

12:45 am

Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short
films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)

12:55 am

Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short
films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)

1:10 am

Ugly Americans - An American Werewolf in America - Mark tries to teach a werewolf
and its victim a lesson in trust by relating their challenges to the early history of New
York's gang fights between vampires and the Irish in the early 1900's. Meanwhile,
Leonard pursues his dream of becoming a famous magician, and Randall plots to eat
Mark while he sleeps. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC

1:40 am

Three Colours: White - The second film in Kieslowski's world famous trilogy is a tapestry
of rich irony. A romantic man risks everything to win back his wife, played by Julie Delpy.
Nominated for Berlin's Golden Bear. (From France, in Polish & French) (Movie) (Drama)
(1994) (Rpt) M(S,L)

3:20 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs
television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.
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Wednesday January 21st, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:05 pm

Iron Chef - Mackerel - In each episode of this cult cook-off series one of the Iron Chefs
is challenged by a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. The ingredients are
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. (From Japan, English narration)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday January 21st, 2015
4:55 pm

Knife Fight - Live Halibut - It's Nor Cal vs. So Cal when Santa Barbara's Jason Paluska
and Oakland's Kyle Itani duke it out for the ultimate prizes, bragging rights and the big
knife. With this episode's special ingredients cilantro, collard greens and live halibut, it's
anyone's game. Will a last minute frying oil delivery be enough to help Kyle's Japanese-s
tyle dishes win over the judges and beat out Tex-Mex lover Jason? (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) PG **New Episode**

5:20 pm

The Office - Women’s Appreciation - After Phyllis falls victim to a flasher, Michael takes
the female staff on a special outing and makes some important personal decisions. Stars
Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:50 pm

The Office - Beach Games: Michael is considered for a new job in the corporate
division, and is asked to recommend someone to replace him. As a result, he treats the
staff to a day out at Lake Scranton, where he has arranged a series of elaborate
challenges to decide his successor. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski.
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:15 pm

Community - For a Few Paintballs More - Follows a group of misfits at a community
college in Greendale, Colorado. When the study group learns that there's a sinister plot
behind the paintball tournament, they unite the remaining players to defeat the enemy.
Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series)
(Final) (Rpt) PG

6:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch
each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

8:30 pm

Movie: Scanners - Presented by Marc Fennell, this movie tells the story of a scientist
who sends a man with extraordinary psychic powers to hunt others like him. (From
Canada) (Movie) (Horror) (1981) (Rpt) MA(H,V) CC **Movie Mayhem**

10:20 pm

Movie: Evil Dead II - The lone survivor of an onslaught of flesh-possessing spirits holds
up in a cabin with a group of strangers while the demons continue their attack. (From the
US) (Movie) (Horror) (1987) (Rpt) MA(V) **Movie Mayhem**

11:50 pm

Robot Chicken - Toy Meets Girl - In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures
come to life in a series of comedy sketches. Shatner's wig makes the nightly rounds.
Hillary Duff grooves it up in a bubblegum hip-hop rendition of ‘The Diary of Anne Frank’.
Michael Moore hosts a retrospective on whatever happened to your favourite late 80s
cartoon heroes. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,V)
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12:05 am

Robot Chicken - Midnight Snack - In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures
come to life in a series of comedy sketches. ‘The World's Most One-Sided Fistfights’ get
wild at Mardi Gras. Benjamin Franklin grapples with historical figures. Oprah Winfrey
fulfils all her viewers' fondest wishes - almost. A man in a public restroom encounters the
terror known as ‘Dumplestiltskin’. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (V)

12:20 am

Robot Chicken - Atta Toy - In this twisted take on pop culture, action figures come to life
in a series of comedy sketches. In ‘Ding Dong, King Kong.’ A famous monkey breaks out
of its cage. A Hollywood News and Gossip gets a nasty treatment. The Smurfs are
scrambling to find the one behind a string of serial killings in the village, killings that are
mimicking the seven deadly sins. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M
(A,S)

12:35 am

Ugly Americans - Demon Baby - After having intimacy issues the prior night, Callie
goes baby-crazy after Mark starts fostering a demon orphan left in his care. Twayne
starts to notice some odd changes in his body and tries to push Callie into a marriage in
order to adopt the child. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S) CC

1:05 am

Movie: It's Hard To Be Nice - A taxi driver supplements his meagre earnings by giving
tips to a criminal gang, turning a blind eye on their illegal activities. An engaging drama
about the difficulties of trying to lead an honest life in post-war Sarajevo. Bosnia's official
submission to the 2008 Academy Awards. Directed by Srdjan Vuletic and stars Sasa
Petrovic, Daria Lorenci and Emir Hadzihafizbegovic. (From Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
Bosnian) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,S,V)

2:50 am

DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin.
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Thursday January 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:05 pm

Iron Chef - Quail - In each episode of this cult cook-off series one of the Iron Chefs is
challenged by a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. The ingredients are
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. (From Japan, English narration)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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4:55 pm

Knife Fight - Flying Fish - Two Bay Area titans face off in the Battle of San Francisco!
Locanda Osteria chef Anthony Strong challenges his hero and 2014 James Beard Award
winner Charles Phan. Faced with the task of combining burrata and either flying fish or
monkfish, can the two chefs overcome one of cooking's biggest faux pas and prepare a
winning dish? Charles brings his Vietnamese-French flavours against Anthony's pastamaking expertise in a super-close battle! (From the US) (Entertainment) PG **New
Episode**

5:20 pm

The Office - The Job (Part One) – In part one of the feature length season finale,
Michael, Jim and Karen attend interviews in New York for a Corporate position, leaving
Dwight in charge of the Scranton branch. Stars Steve Carell, Rainn Wilson and John
Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:45 pm

The Office - The Job (Part Two) - Jim and Karen attend a job interview in New York. In
Scranton, the new management introduces a number of major reforms. Stars Steve
Carell, Rainn Wilson and John Krasinski. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:15 pm

Community - Biology 101 - From Emmy Award-winning directors Joe and Anthony
Russo (Arrested Development), Community, the critically acclaimed comedy series about
higher education - and lower expectations – returns with a new season. As Jeff tries to
keep Pierce from rejoining the study group, Dean Pelton faces off with Vice Dean
Laybourne (guest star John Goodman) for control of Greendale. Meanwhile, Britta helps
Abed find a new favourite TV show. (Series Return) (From the US) (Comedy Series)
(Rpt) PG

6:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch
each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch
each week to see who earns a chance to win $500,000 cash. (From the US)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

8:25 pm

19 Reasons To Love If You Are The One Bitesize - Catch up on some of your favourite
moments of this Chinese dating show which has a viewing audience of up to 50 million
per episode. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women. (In English &
Mandarin) (Entertainment)

8:30 pm

South Park - A loveable new character, Mr Slave, makes his debut as Mr. Garrison
desperately tries to get fired from his new job as the boys' 4th grade teacher. Meanwhile,
our little heroes get sent to the Deathcamp of Intolerance for not tolerating Mr. Garrison's
intolerable behaviour (e.g. sticking a gerbil up Mr. Slave's ass). Lemmiwinks (the aforementioned gerbil) guest-stars. (From the US, in English) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt)
M (A,S) CC
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9:00 pm

Danger 5 - Danger 5 are fugitives in Metro City, wrongfully accused of kidnapping high
school senior Holly De Palma. Hitler has infiltrated the police and leads the hunt for
Danger 5 but little does he know that his own people are working against him: Joseph
Mengele and his sinister accomplice Mr. Pedro are plotting a scheme, which involves the
return of some scaly prehistoric bad-guys. (Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy
Series) MA(A,V) CC **Encore**

9:30 pm

Death Row - Joseph Garcia and George Rivas - Internationally renowned filmmaker
Werner Herzog embarks on a dialogue with prisoners on Texas' death row and lets them
tell their stories. In this episode, Herzog talks to Joseph Garcia and George Rivas, who
were part of a group of seven prisoners who escaped from a Texan maximum security
prison in 2000. At the time, Rivas was serving fifteen life sentences and Garcia had been
condemned to a stretch of fifty years. While they were on the run, they killed a police
officer. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

10:30 pm

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine
who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)

11:00 pm

Gunther's E.R. - Violent Impact - In a series of master classes, Doctors Gunther von
Hagens and John Heyworth recreate serious injuries on human bodies. Tonight they
examine the effect of violent impact - such as a fall from a great height - on the human
body. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (A,N)

11:55 pm

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Party All The Time - The misadventures of a milkshake, an
order of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New
Jersey. Andrew W.K. guest stars in this very special episode about tragedy, courage and
ultimately, redemption. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:10 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Bart Oates - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of
fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. Carl
receives a visit from his favourite football star. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series)
(Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:25 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Global Grilling - The misadventures of a milkshake, an
order of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New
Jersey. This episode Shake purchases an environmentally unfriendly grill. (From the US)
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:40 am

Ugly Americans - Blob Gets a Job - Mark accompanies Randall on a trip back to his
New Jersey home and meets his roommate's parents, before inadvertently revealing to
them that Randall is a zombie. Meanwhile, Leonard tries to find a job for a strange new
creature that can't speak and defies identification. (From the US) (Animated Comedy
Series) (Rpt) M (A,S)
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1:10 am

Movie: Red Cliff - Part 2 - The final chapter of legendary director John Woo's two-part
action epic centring on politics and war in 3rd century China. Scheming and manipulative
Prime Minister Cao Cao is attempting to unify the country, and in doing so overthrow the
authority of a young and politically impotent Emperor. Winner of five 2009 Hong Kong
Film Awards. Stars Tony Leung, Takeshi Kaneshiro and Fengyi Zhang. (From China, in
Mandarin) (Action) (2008) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) MAV

3:40 am

NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics,
business, culture, entertainment and more.
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5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

4:05 pm

Iron Chef – Noodles - In each episode of this cult cook-off series one of the Iron Chefs is
challenged by a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. The ingredients are
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. (From Japan, English narration)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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4:55 pm

Knife Fight - Whole Spring Lamb - We hope they know how to cook lamb! Harold
Moore from Commerce in New York City and Kevin Nashan from St. Louis restaurant
Sidney Street Cafe butcher and prepare the whole animal. Things get hairy when Harold
mistakes sugar for salt and Kevin cuts himself. Who can recover and best season their
meat with a wealth of mint varieties? It's a nail-biter at The Gorbals in another classic
episode, (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG **New Episode**

5:20 pm

The Office - Fun Run: Part 1 - Michael hits Meredith with his car and starts to think that
the office is cursed. Angela is upset that her cat, Sprinkles, is sick and asks Dwight to
take care of her, and she winds up dead. Meanwhile, Oscar and Kevin debate whether or
not Pam and Jim are together. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

5:45 pm

The Office - Fun Run: Part 2 - A freak accident causes Michael (Golden Globe winner
Steve Carell) to feel the office is cursed. He explores the religious beliefs of his
employees before deciding to hold a charity 5K fun run. And further developments in the
romances of Pam and Jim , and Dwight and Angela are explored. (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

6:10 pm

Community - Geography of Global Conflict - As Annie competes with an
overachieving rival in a Model United Nations competition, Jeff wrestles with his feelings
for his ambitious friend. Meanwhile, Britta finds herself at odds with Chang when she is
torn between her newly conventional life and her rebellious past. (From the US) (Comedy
Series) (Rpt) PG

6:35 pm

Mythbusters - Exploding Still/Moonshine Run - In this moonshiner-inspired episode,
the MythBusters find out if an exploding moonshine still could blow your house down and
if you really could use hooch to fuel an unmodified car on a "moonshine run". (From the
US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

8:30 pm

Ali G: Remixed - Ali G:Remixed features star creator and writer Sacha Baron Cohen
giving new original introductions to every episode of BAFTA Award winning series Da Ali
G Show, as well as The Best of Ali G. Ali G is a white English suburbanite fully immersed
in hip hop and Jamaican culture and enrages his politically active and powerful guests
with stupid questions. The other characters featured in the series are the Kazakhstani TV
reporter Borat, who cheerfully expresses his love of porn, his hatred for the Jews and his
general indifference to the death of his wife, and the superficial Austrian fashion expert
Brüno, who often talks up heartless fashionistas and makes macho men uncomfortable
with his blatant homosexuality. (From the UK) (Comedy) M(S,L)
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8:55 pm

Nathan For You - Dating Website/Party Planner - Nathan invents a system to protect
women on first dates, proposes a radical new weight-loss program and helps a party
planner reduce “guest list” anxiety for her clients. (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG
**New Episode**

9:20 pm

Sex In The World's Cities - Beirut - A stopover in Beirut, where poverty and luxury exist
side by side, everything happens far from the public eye. In a society dominated by
patriarchy, homosexuals are seen out together, while lesbians hide away. Some people
advocate a radical change and would like to establish a secular State, but religion
remains a sensitive subject. Yet when it comes to eroticism, tongues start to loosen.
(From France, in French, Arabic & English) (Documentary) M(S,A) **New Episode**

10:20 pm

@midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine
who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)

10:50 pm

The Pirelli Calendar Saga - Since 1964, the prestigious Pirelli Calendar has attracted
top models and renowned photographers to create what has become one of the most
desirable products in publishing history. The calendar has immortalised the world's most
beautiful women in stylish photo shoots set in exotic locations around the globe. With only
20,000 copies printed each year, this documentary explores how this calendar has grown
to mythical proportions and reveals the secrets behind its production. (From France, in
English and French) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (N) CC

11:55 pm

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Grim Reaper Gutters - The misadventures of a milkshake,
an order of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New
Jersey. This episode, the Aqua Teens reminisce about their past experiences. Carl goes
crazy after finding out that Tara the porn star is visiting the Aqua Teens. (From the US)
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:10 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Moonajuana - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order
of fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey.
The Mooninites get Shake and Meatwad high by burning tires. Frylock doesn't fall for this
trick and later the Mooninites finally explain to him why they have been pulling all of these
pranks. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A,V)

12:20 am

Aqua Teen Hunger Force - Ezekial - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of
fries, a meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey.
Shake takes on the greatest role of his life: that of a father. (From the US) (Animated
Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(V,S,A)

12:35 am

PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news
and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. (An
SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG

2:35 am

NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics,
business, culture, entertainment and more.
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5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The Witch Doctor Will See You Now - India: Cow Urine Cure - Piers Gibbon sets
about uncovering the science and secrets of non-Western health treatments. He's joined
by two volunteer patients as they experience a range of unusual treatments in a bid to
find a cure to their illnesses. In this episode, Piers tests whether traditional Indian healing
can cure ailments like migraines, tinnitus and eczema that Western medicine cannot.
(From the US, in English and Hindi) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) PG

2:00 pm

Toughest Place To Be A... - Fisherman - Cornish fisherman Andy Giles gives up his
state-of-the-art trawler to travel to the coast of Sierra Leone, where the fishing is done
from a dugout canoe. Living in a small community of mud huts, Andy discovers a very
different way of life where a bad day's fishing means a hungry family. Even this
precarious lifestyle is now under threat from foreign trawlers that fish illegally in the
villagers' waters, taking their fish, destroying their nets and sometimes even sinking their
canoes. (From the UK, in English and Mende) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt)
PG CC
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3:00 pm

Arctic With Bruce Parry - Alaska - Bruce travels to Alaska, America's last great
wilderness, where modern-day pioneers are harvesting the vast natural wealth of the
seas. There he learns the ropes onboard a salmon-fishing boat, and dives to the bottom
of the Bering Sea to look for gold. In the far north, Bruce witnesses the annual whale hunt
of the Inupiak people whose ancient tradition is now at odds with the modern world and
questions what is more important: the life of a whale or the death of a culture? (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) PG CC

4:00 pm

Departures - North Korea: The Musical - North Korea continues to completely defy all
expectations, as Scott and Justin take part in a high school English class, are pulled into
numerous musical performances, visit a water bottling factory, a farm and an old funfair.
(From Canada) (Documentary/Travel) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Years Of Living Dangerously - Winds Of Change - In the final episode, America
Ferrera profiles prominent climate skeptic James Taylor of the Heartland Institute as he
crusades against clean energy, and investigates the battle over the future of renewable
energy in the US. New York Times columnist Mark Bittman returns to conduct a yearlong
investigation into natural gas, which has been touted as "America’s energy source" and a
way towards a cleaner, greener future. (Final) (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

6:00 pm

Asterix At The Olympic Games - Asterix, Obelix and their friends have entered the
famous Olympic games in Athens. They're determined to taste victory, but the Gauls face
formidable competition from both Greeks and Romans. Will it be a gold medal for
Asterix? Or will he suffer the agony of defeat? Directed by Frédéric Forestier and Thomas
Langmann, and stars Gérard Depardieu, Vanessa Hessler and Clovis Cornillac. (From
France, in French) (Action/Adventure) (2008) (Rpt) PG

8:05 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) G

9:05 pm

Don't Tell My Mother... - Somalia - Piracy, lawlessness, Islamic extremism....all reasons
that Somalia has made the front pages of newspapers around the world. There has been
no central government since 1991. This power vacuum has allowed Islamic Militias to
take over the streets and pirates to take over the seas. The country has also been
plagued by drought and famine causing a humanitarian crisis of overwhelming
proportions. This episode, Diego returns to his roots as a war reporter to take on a region
that very few journalists have the opportunity or the desire to explore. Strapped tightly
into his flak jacket, Diego comes under some heavy fire and learns about the impossible
obstacles Somali’s face every day. But to his surprise he also has a few laughs and finds
some hidden treasures along the way. (From France, in English & Somali) (Documentary)
PG(A) **New Episode**
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10:00 pm

No Limit - The series follows Vincent Libérati, an agent plagued with an incurable
disease, who accepts an offer from a mysterious secret organisation to perform missions
on French soil in exchange for an experimental treatment, which brings him closer to his
temperamental teenage daughter Lola, his ex-wife Alexandra and his suspicious cop
sister Juliette. (S.1,Ep.1) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(N,V,L) **New
Episode**

11:00 pm

Movie: City Of God - Two boys growing up in a violent neighbourhood of Rio de Janeiro
take different paths: one becomes a photographer, the other a drug dealer. Shocking,
confronting, and based on a true story, this film was nominated for four Academy Awards,
including Best Cinematography, and Best Director Fernando Meirelles. Stars Alexandre
Rodrigues, Leandro Firmino and Alice Braga. (From Brazil, in Portuguese, English
subtitles) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) MAV (V,L,A) WS

1:10 am

Toughest Place To Be A... - Miner - Three more ordinary people with ordinary jobs take
on an extraordinary challenge: clocking on with their local counterparts in some of the
toughest destinations on the planet. In the first episode, Staffordshire mine worker Craig
Notman travels to Mongolia to dig for gold in some of the most demanding conditions on
Earth. Mongolia is a country enjoying the world's biggest economic boom, entirely
supported by mining. But while some people are getting rich, more than 40 per cent of the
population lives in poverty. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) M (L)
CC

2:15 am

Movie: Zatoichi - Zatoichi is a blind swordsman who shuffles from town to town, righting
wrongs with the sword he conceals within his cane. He unknowingly walks into a classic
tale of revenge, as two women plot to kill the men who murdered their family. As he
becomes more involved, a showdown with the young Samurai Hattori is inevitable.
Directed by and stars Takeshi Kitano. Also stars Tadanobu Asano and Daigoro
Tachibana. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Action) (2004) (Rpt) MAV (V,A)

4:15 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

